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ABSTRACT 
 

Kim, H.-J. and Moon, I.-J., 2019. Determination of rain-/wind-dominant type for typhoons approaching South 

Korea based on satellite-estimated rainfall and best-track data, In: Jung, H.-S.; Lee, S.; Ryu, J.-H., and Cui, T. 

(eds.), Advances in Remote Sensing and Geoscience Information Systems of Coastal Environments. Journal of 

Coastal Research, Special Issue, No. 90, pp. 340-345. Coconut Creek (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208 

 

Typhoons are one of the most influential natural hazards in South Korea. When a typhoon approaches the Korean 

Peninsula (KP), detailed disaster plans are needed to prevent typhoon-induced damage. In general, the official 

forecast in South Korea provides basic information on the track and the intensity of the typhoon, but the forecast 

does not provide detailed information on the impact of the typhoon on the KP based on the type of damage (i.e., 

rain-, wind-, or rain-wind-dominant). Impact-based information is crucial to prevent disasters, because preparations 

for an approaching typhoon should be planned differently depending on the type. Based on satellite-estimated 

rainfall and best-track wind data, this study developed an algorithm for estimating the rainfall and maximum wind 

speed (MWS) percentiles induced by a typhoon, compared to those induced by previous tropical cyclones (TCs) 

that have moved through the same area, at intervals of 1° latitude. This information is used to determine the 

dominant types of typhoons along their tracks. From the estimated rainfall and MWS percentiles, all TCs that 

approached the KP during 2001–2016 were classified as wind-, rain-, and wind-rain-dominant types. As a result, 

Maemi in 2003 was the most wind-dominant type, while Nabi in 2005 was the most rain-dominant type. This result 

has important implications for providing a guidance tool based on impact-based TC prediction for decision makers 

preparing disaster prevention plans based on real-time satellite-estimated rainfall data. 

 

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Satellite-estimated rainfall, wind speed, percentile, tropical cyclone, dominant 

type, impact-based TC prediction. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A tropical cyclone (TC, or typhoon), accompanied by heavy 

rainfall and violent wind, is one of the most dangerous natural 

hazards in South Korea (Choi and Moon, 2008; Park et al., 

2016). To reduce TC-induced damage, proper preparations are 

required for a typhoon approaching the Korean Peninsula (KP), 

hereafter KPT. Efficient preparation requires, in particular, not 

only accurate track and intensity information for the KPT but 

also detailed impact-based information on what kind of damage 

will mainly occur in South Korea. In general, TC-induced 

damage can be classified as two types: rain- and wind-dominant 

(Hyun, 2015). The former usually causes floods and landslides; 

the latter causes a storm surge and direct damage to 

infrastructure. Depending on the type of potential damage, the 

method for preparing for the KPT should be different.  

In general, when a TC approaches the KP, the Korean 

Meteorological Agency (KMA) provides track and intensity 

information. These data can be used to predict the strength of the 

typhoon winds, compared to those of previous typhoons, and 

ultimately, to determine whether the typhoon is a wind-

dominant type. In the case of rainfall, it is hard to determine 

whether the KPT is a rain-dominant type, because the KMA 

does not provide rainfall information along the TC track, 

particularly over the sea. However, recent advances in satellite 

technology have enabled real-time rainfall monitoring with high 

spatial and temporal resolution (Joyce et al., 2004). Satellite-

estimated TC rainfall data are now routinely available in the 

open ocean, where field observations are very limited (see 

Figure 1A) (Kidd et al., 2017; Zorzetto and Marani, 2019), 

allowing us to judge whether the typhoon is dominated by rain, 

in a way similar to wind speed.  

This study aims to develop an algorithm for determining the 

dominant type of potential damage for KPTs based on satellite-

estimated rainfall (SER) and observed maximum wind speed 

(MWS) data. First, a database of MWS and SER data for 

previous TCs that moved through the KP is constructed, and 

then the rainfall and wind percentiles of the TCs along their 

tracks are calculated. The percentiles provide information on the 

strength of the TC wind and rainfall intensity, compared to 

previous TCs in the same area. These outputs will be useful for 

decision makers preparing disaster prevention plans, as a 

guidance tool for impact-based TC prediction.  
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METHODS 

To estimate the rainfall and wind speed percentiles for a TC, a 

database for previous TCs that approached the KP (precisely, 

TCs whose centers were once located within a radius of 100 km 

from the KP; the total number was 70) during the 1980–2015 

period is constructed (Figure 1B). The upper 5 % rainfall 

intensity within a 500-km radius from the storm center is 

averaged, and then interpolated them for all latitudes (1o 

intervals) along the TC track. In the case of wind speed, the 

MWS of the best-track data was interpolated at intervals of 1o 

latitude along the track (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of hourly GSMaP rainfall data (24-h intervals) 

within a 500-km radius from the storm center during the lifetime of 

Typhoon Chan-hom (1509) (A) and the tracks of all TCs (gray lines) and 
70 KPTs (red lines) over the WNP during 1980–2016 (B). 

 
 

In this study, the rainfall percentiles were calculated using 

hourly Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) data 

(Sofiati and Avia, 2018) for 2001–2016 and hourly Modern-Era 

Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications Version 2 

Level 4 (MERRA-2) data (Gelaro et al., 2017; McCarty et al., 

2016; Takacs, Suárez, and Todling, 2016) for 1980–2016. The 

former dataset was developed based on the GSMaP project, so it 

was known as GSMaP_NRT (GSMaP near real-time, Level 3 

product; https://sharaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/GSMaP/index.htm). The 

data provide a spatial-temporal resolution of 10 km and 1-h 

intervals since 2008 (Sofiati and Avia, 2018). In particular, the 

rainfall data for TCs before 2008 were obtained from GSMaP 

reanalysis data (Level 4 product), which has the same resolution 

as GSMaP_NRT. MERRA-2 has a spatial-temporal resolution of 

about 50 km and 1-h intervals, which includes recent upgrades 

in the atmospheric assimilation that enable the use of newer 

satellite observations that could not be assimilated in the original 

MERRA system (https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/). In particular, the 

accuracy of MERRA-2 is known to be improved, compared to 

the original MERRA dataset, because of the advanced 

assimilation system that enables the assimilation of modern 

hyperspectral radiance and microwave observations, along with 

GPS-Radio Occultation datasets (Wargan and Coy, 2016). The 

variable “PRECTOT” in MERRA-2 used in this study is the 

rainfall intensity generated by the atmospheric general 

circulation model (AGCM) through the cycling MERRA-2 data 

assimilation system (Reichle et al., 2017). 

 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2. A flowchart for estimating the rainfall and MWS percentiles, 

and determining the type of potential damage, i.e., wind- and rain-

dominant types. A database of rainfall and wind data for the previous 70 

TCs that moved through the KP, using MERRA-2 and RSMC-Tokyo 
best-track data during 1980–2016 at intervals of 1° latitude along the 

track is constructed. To calculate the rainfall percentile, additional 

GSMaP satellite data were also used for the period 2001–2016. The type 
of potential damage was determined based on whether the maximum 

percentiles were above the 82nd percentile for rainfall (rain-dominant) 

or above the 74th percentile for MWS (wind-dominant) while TCs 
moved through the KP. 
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Figure 3. A comparison of the spatial distribution of hourly rainfall 
between MERRA-2 (A, C) and GSMaP (B, D) for Typhoon Bolaven at 

1000 UTC on 27 August 2012 (A, B) and Typhoon Rusa at 1100 UTC 

on 31 August 2002 (C, D). Red circles represent the 500-km radius from 
the storm center (small white circles). 

 
 

The two datasets differ in the spatial resolution and input data 

used, as well as the period. Due to the difference in spatial 

resolution, GSMaP shows a finer structure in the distribution of 

the rainband than MERRA-2 (Figure 3). However, a comparison 

of the rainfall distributions in the MERRA-2 and GSMaP data 

for Typhoon Bolaven in 2012 (Figures 3A and 3B) and Rusa in 

2002 (Figures 3C and 3D) reveals that they were generally 

similar, particularly in locations with the strongest rainfall 

intensity. For example, in the case of Bolaven, areas with strong 

rainfall for both types of data were located near the right eyewall 

of the typhoon. For Rusa, the location of the strong rainfall area 

was similar (both located near the front spiral rainband of the 

typhoon). Figure 3 also shows that most of the strong rainband 

for Bolaven and Rusa was located within 500-km radius from 

the storm center (see the red circles in Figure 3). This suggests 

that the definition, i.e., an average of the upper 5 % rainfall 

intensity within a 500-km radius from the storm center, is a good 

index indicating the degree of potential damage by rain. For 

both types of data, it is also found that the distribution of the 

percentile along the TC tracks by the current definition did not 

differ significantly. This is because the percentiles of the 

averaged upper 5 % rainfall, which are relative values, were not 

sensitive to the data, compared to the absolute rainfall values. 

The best-track data used were the Regional Specialized 

Meteorological Center (RSMC)-Tokyo data (https://www.ma. 

o.jp/jma/jma-eng/jma-center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg/trackarchives/track 

archives.html), which include the central positions of TCs 

(latitude and longitude) and the MWS in 6-h intervals.  

 

RESULTS 

Using the database estimated for the previous 70 KPTs, 

statistical characteristics of rainfall and wind speed were 

analyzed according to the latitude. The boxplots of the rainfall 

(Figure 4A) and wind speed (Figure 4B) for each latitude bin (a 

5° interval) show that the highest values for the 75th rainfall 

percentile and the median are located at 20°N, while those of 

MWS are at 25°N, indicating that strong rainfall areas, on 

average, are located at a slightly lower latitude than strong wind 

area. The cause of this difference is unclear, but it can be 

interpreted that typhoons in the tropics of the western North 

Pacific (WNP) tend to have more rainfall than is possible in the 

current intensity, due to the high humidity and strong convection 

environments. 

In the regions where TCs moved through the KP (32–38°N), 

the values in the 75th percentile appear to be about 15–18 mm h–

1 for rainfall and 30–38 m s-1 for MWS (see the right edge of the 

box in Figure 4). 

To use the present results in the operational forecasts, it is 

necessary to determine the damage types and warning thresholds 

based on the estimated rainfall and MWS percentiles. This study 

selected the KPTs for which the highest accumulated rainfalls 

and instantaneous wind speeds were recorded, resulting in high-

impact TCs in South Korea, based on the National Typhoon 

Center database (http://typ.kma.go.kr/TYPHOON/). Then, the 

medians and standard deviations using estimated wind and 

rainfall percentiles are calculated. Finally, the thresholds of 

severe warning with high (medium) possibility of satisfying the 

99 % (90 %) confidence level using statistics for each rainfall 

and MWS are determined. In other words, the thresholds with 

the probability that high-impact KPTs in the past could be 

included are determined. The analysis revealed that a TC that 

moved through the KP (precisely, 32–38°N) with rainfall above 

the 82nd percentile (59th–81st percentile) is a rain-dominant 

type with high (medium) possibility (Table 1). For the MWS, a 

TC with MWS above the 74th percentile (57th–73rd percentile) 

is a wind-dominant type with high (medium) possibility. A TC 

with rainfall above the 82nd percentile and MWS above the 74th 

percentile is a rain-wind-dominant type with high possibility. 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 are examples showing the time series 

for rainfall, MWS, and their percentiles. In particular, Figure 5 

clearly shows that Maemi in 2003 was a rain-wind-dominant 

type, because the MWS (the 99th percentile, or upper 1 %; 

Figures 5C and 5D) and rainfall (about the 92nd percentile and 

85th percentile based on GSMaP and MERRA2, respectively; 

Figures 5A and 5B) had high percentiles during its passage (32–

38°N). Note that the MWS percentile of Maemi maintained 

almost the 100th percentile from two days before making 

landfall over the KP until after the TC made landfall (Figure 5B), 

which indicates that Maemi was the strongest typhoon that ever 

hit the KP in terms of MWS. Maemi caused more than 5 billion 

dollar of property damage, mainly due to strong winds (Park and 

Lee, 2007). 
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A second example is the case of Typhoon Rusa in 2002. Rusa 

had high rainfall percentiles (about the 93rd percentile, or the 

upper 7 %) while passing the KP in MERRA-2 and GSMaP 

(Figures 6A and 6B). Rusa caused more than 6 billion dollar of 

property damage, mainly due to flooding; about 870 mm of 

daily rainfall was recorded in South Korea (Park and Lee, 2007). 

The maximum MWS percentile for Rusa while passing the KP 

was the 85th percentile (Figures 6C and 6D). This implies that 

Rusa also was a rain-wind-dominant type, based on the 

definition in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Classification of damage types and warning thresholds 

according to the maximum rainfall and MWS percentiles while a TC 
moved through the KP (32–38°N). 

Warning 

Thresholds 
(Possibility) 

Types According to Percentiles 

Rain-

Dominant 

Wind-

Dominant 

Rain-Wind- 

Dominant 

Warning 

(Medium) 

59th–81st 

Percentile 

57th–73rd 

Percentile 
Both Satisfied 

Severe 

Warning 

(High) 

Above 82nd 
Percentile 

Above 74th 
Percentile 

Both Satisfied 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. A boxplot of rainfall (A) and wind speed (B) against latitude 

bins (5° interval) based on MERRA-2 data during 1980–2016. The 

rainfall values are obtained by averaging the upper 5 % rainfall within a 
500-km radius from the storm center, while the wind speed is from the 

MWS of the best-track data. The left and right edges of the box represent 

the values of the 25th and 75th percentiles. The red lines indicate the 
median values.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 5. An example of changes in rainfall (A), MWS (C), and their 

percentiles (B, D) during the movement of Typhoon Maemi in 2003. All 
time series were plotted after the 12-h running mean. For rainfall, the 

results from GSMaP (red line) and MERRA (black line) are displayed. 

The gray boxes represent the range when the center of the TC is at 32–
38°N. The solid and dotted green lines represent severe warming and 

warming thresholds, respectively.

 
 

Using the same methods that used for Typhoon Maemi and 

Typhoon Rusa, the rainfall and MWS percentiles for all TCs that 

approached the KP during 2001–2016 using GSMaP data are 

calculated. Based on the results, the top five TCs with the 

highest rainfall and MWS percentiles (Table 2 and Table 3) are 

selected. The results showed that Typhoon Nabi in 2005 had the 

highest rainfall percentile, followed by Typhoons Wukong 2006, 

Rusa in 2002, Chaba in 2004, and Maemi in 2003. For MWS, 

Maemi in 2003 had the highest percentile, followed by 

Typhoons Megi in 2004, Sanba in 2012, Chaba in 2004, and 

Nari in 2007. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The present study focused on categorizing the type of damage 

for previous KPTs. However, if the estimated percentiles are 
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maintained before and after a typhoon arrives at the KP (i.e., the 

percentiles have persistency), then the damage type can be 

predicted before the typhoon reaches the KP. As seen in Figure 

5 and Figure 6, the MWS was persistent for, on average, 70 h 

before the typhoon arrived at the KP, while rainfall was 

persistent for only about 24 h. This implies that predicting the 

impact for rainfall is possible within only a short period of time. 

In addition, this study does not give an answer to what made the 

typhoon rain-dominant or wind-dominant. The type of damage 

can be determined by various causes, such as TC tracks, season, 

landfall location, etc. Finding the causes and classifications of 

the type remain for a future study. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. An example of changes in rainfall (A), MWS (C), and their 

percentiles (B, D) during the movement of Typhoon Rusa in 2002. All 

time series were plotted after the 12-h running mean. For rainfall, the 
results from GSMaP (red line) and MERRA (black line) are displayed. 

The gray boxes represent the range when the center of the TC is at 32–

38°N. The solid and dotted green lines represent severe warming and 
warming thresholds, respectively.

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, an algorithm for determining the dominant type 

of potential damage for KPTs was developed using the SER and 

the MWS of the best-track data for 70 previous KPTs during 

1980–2016. A database of the MWS and SER data for previous 

KPTs is constructed, and the rainfall and wind percentiles along 

the tracks are calculated. TC-induced rainfall was estimated by 

averaging the upper 5 % rainfall intensity within a 500-km 

radius from the storm center using hourly GSMaP and MERRA-

2 data. Then, using the database estimated for the 70 KPTs, 

statistical characteristics of the rainfall and wind speed were 

analyzed according to the latitude. 

Based on the damage records for previous TCs that affected 

South Korea, warning thresholds were determined according to 

the type of potential damage. The analysis revealed that a TC 

that moved through the KP (precisely, 32–38°N) with above the 

82nd percentile (74th percentile) for rainfall (MWS) was 

classified as a rain-(wind-) dominant type.  

The calculations of the rainfall and MWS percentiles for all 

TCs that approached the KP during 2001–2016 using GSMaP 

data revealed that Typhoon Maemi had the highest MWS 

percentile, while Typhoon Nabi in 2005 had the highest rainfall 

percentile. Typhoons Meami in 2003 and Rusa in 2002, which 

caused the most serious property damage in South Korean 

history, were wind-rain-dominant types, based on the analysis. 

 
Table 2. The ranking of typhoons selected by rain-dominant type based 
on the rainfall percentile estimated by averaging within a region of 32–

38°N latitude using GSMaP data during 2001–2016. 
 

Rank 

Rain-Dominant Type 

Typhoon’s Name 

(TC Number) 

Rainfall 

Percentile 

1 NABI (0514) 98.2 

2 WUKONG (0610) 94.5 
3 RUSA (0215) 93.3 

4 CHABA (0416) 93.1 
5 MAEMI (0314) 92.1 

 

Table 3. The ranking of typhoons selected by wind-dominant type based 

on the rainfall percentile estimated by averaging within a region of 32–
38°N latitude using GSMaP data during 2001–2016. 

Rank 

Wind-Dominant Type 

Typhoon’s Name 

(TC Number) 

Wind 

Percentile 

1 MAEMI (0314) 99.4 

2 MEGI (0415) 97.2 

2 SANBA (1216) 97.2 
4 CHABA (0416) 92.0 

5 NARI (0711) 90.2 

 

Although the plans for KPTs should differ depending on the 

type of potential damage, the present official forecast does not 

provide information based on their impact. This result has 

important implications for providing a guidance tool for impact-

based TC prediction using real-time SER, which is useful for 

decision makers preparing disaster prevention plans, ultimately 

contributing to reducing and preventing potential property 

damage and loss of life due to typhoons. 
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